PROTEX • iPad air cover

- TPU construction absorbs shock and resists wear and tear
- ergonomic profile for an enhanced grip and protection
- silicone X-strap for a secure, comfortable hold
- raised bevel protects the screen glass from accidental drops
- sound channel redirects and amplifies sound from back to front

The PROTEX not only defends your iPad, it makes it more comfortable to hold. An ergonomic edge grip is designed for hands of all sizes and adds extra protection in the areas that need it most, the edges and corners. A silicone X-strap on the back provides a confident hold and allows you to easily position the device in vertical or horizontal orientations.

The PROTEX has a streamlined design that makes it as practical for business presentations as it is for hospitals, schools and home. Compact enough for charging carts or your favorite bag, the PROTEX is built to ensure your iPad can survive anywhere.

Accidents happen. Worry less.
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